Learning to Speak Bird
During a morning of bird banding (June 14, 2018; sunny, windy, cool to start), Dr. van Roo
and her students form a team to open the nets, collect the birds, and record the observation
data. Other “birders” present participate as observers and assistants (this day its Ann
Hanscom, and Beth and Paul Milke). Our pleasurable task includes moving throughout the farm
seeing birds (oh, those helpful binoculars!) and listening to birdsong, in order to compile a list
of birds present but not netted. Part of the purpose of the survey is to document nesting
behavior, as distinguished from migration behavior or individual feeding (birds being birds). This
careful observation often results in nest locations being revealed; hard data, indeed.
Usually, the birds in the nets remain quiet (if not puzzled), even while being detangled. Some
“have words” while being extricated, and peck at the collector’s hands, but complaints are
minimal. As Beth and I went on an observation round, we heard a Scarlet Tanager “I’m here,
I’m here, I’m here!”, loud and clear. Then
the coming-in-for-a-landing gra-a-a-k of a
Great Blue Heron over the brook; flock
party raucousness of a gang of Cedar
Waxwings; tattle-tales of Red Bellied
Woodpecker nestlings me-me-me-ing an
adult arriving with bugs. We presume to
understand the meaning of a mother
Bluebird’s chortles as she shepherds her
fledglings toward independence. Or know
the meaning of a hidden pair of birds
chirping in the bushes, as though playing
a game of Marco! Polo!
Suddenly, a furious racket of bird
outrage and astonishment arises from net
#5. We rush to see a male Yellow-shafted
Flicker, who is more than miﬀed at the
indignity of being held. At the datacollecting table this fearless bird reduces
his ire to a level of, well, disgruntlement, if
not quite acceptance.
No study can show if this bird has
feelings, or, if so, that these feelings can
be expressed, and then understood by
other animals. We all noticed that other
birds flocked to net#5 when they heard
the Flicker’s distress; then flew oﬀ when
quiet returned. I am not above thinking
that the handlers’ calm voices and
confident touch were understood by the
Flicker, and that he found that reassuring,
as any being would.
The essence of communicable
language arose long before speech. A little
bird told me.
A hand holding a bird (no longer) holding a grudge

